Year 7: Half Term 2 Home Learning

Use these links alongside the lesson work set by your class teachers on ClassCharts.

**Maths** - See separate Maths booklet

**English**
Reading and descriptive writing
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/fiction-reading-and-descriptive-writing-7cc5
Non Fiction texts and Viewpoint writing
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/non-fiction-texts-and-view-point-writing-8dd2
Introduction to Poetry
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/introduction-to-poetry-335c
The short story
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/the-short-story-a89b
Grammar tasks
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/recapping-the-basics-simple-sentences-statements-paragraphs-capital-letters-and

**Spanish** - Things you like doing in your free time

**Art** - The Year 7 learning topic this half term is ‘The fundamentals of drawing’.
Approaches to Drawing - https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/approaches-to-drawing-cmv34e
Drawing techniques - https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/introduction-to-art-drawing-techniques-61hker
Introduction to art: Analyse an artist's work -
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/introduction-to-art-analyse-an-artists-work-60r3gr

**Geography**
The development gap (Development) -https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/development-c36b
Weather and climate (weather and climate) -https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/weather-and-climate-ac9e
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